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Abstra t

Learning-based anomaly dete tion systems build models of the expe ted behavior of appli ations by analyzing events that are generated during their normal operation. On e these models have been established, subsequent events are
analyzed to identify deviations, given the assumption that anomalies usually represent eviden e of an atta k.
Host-based anomaly dete tion systems often rely on system all tra es to build
models and perform intrusion dete tion. Re ently, these systems have been ritiized, and it has been shown how dete tion an be evaded by exe uting an atta k
using a arefully rafted exploit. This weakness is aused by the fa t that existing models do not take into a ount all available features of system alls. In
parti ular, some atta ks will go undete ted be ause the models do not make use
of system all arguments. To solve this problem, we have developed an anomaly
dete tion te hnique that utilizes the information ontained in these parameters.
Based on our approa h, we developed a host-based intrusion dete tion system
that identi es atta ks using a omposition of various anomaly metri s.
This paper presents our dete tion te hniques and the tool based on them. The
experimental evaluation shows that it is possible to in rease both the e e tiveness and the pre ision of the dete tion pro ess ompared to previous approa hes.
Nevertheless, the system imposes only minimal overhead.

Keywords: Intrusion dete tion, anomaly models, system alls.
1 Introdu tion
Intrusion dete tion te hniques have traditionally been lassi ed as either misuse-

based or anomaly-based.

Systems that use misuse-based te hniques [7, 17, 18℄ ontain a number of atta k des riptions, or signatures, that are mat hed against a stream of audit data
looking for eviden e of modeled atta ks. These systems are usually eÆ ient and
generate few erroneous dete tions, alled false positives. The main disadvantage
of misuse-based te hniques is the fa t that they an only dete t those atta ks
??
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that have been spe i ed previously. That is, they annot dete t intrusions for
whi h they do not have a signature.
Anomaly-based te hniques [6, 9, 12℄ follow an approa h that is omplementary to misuse dete tion. In their ase, dete tion is based on models of normal
behavior of users and appli ations, alled `pro les'. Any deviations from su h
established pro les are interpreted as atta ks. The main advantage of anomalybased te hniques is that they are able to identify previously unknown atta ks.
By de ning an expe ted, normal state, any abnormal behavior an be dete ted,
whether it is part of the threat model or not. The advantage of being able to
dete t previously unknown atta ks is usually paid for with a high number of
false positives.
In the past, a number of host-based anomaly dete tion approa hes have been
proposed that build pro les using system alls [8, 25℄. More spe i ally, these
systems rely on models of legitimate system all sequen es issued by the appliation during normal operation. During the dete tion pro ess, every monitored
sequen e that is not ompliant with previously established pro les is onsidered
part of an atta k.
Re ent resear h [23, 24, 26℄ has examined te hniques to evade this type of
dete tion by using mimi ry atta ks. Mimi ry atta ks operate by rafting the
inje ted mali ious ode in a way that imitates (or mimi s) a legitimate system
all sequen e. The results show that many models an be easily bypassed.
The weakness of existing systems is mostly due to the la k of omprehensive
models that take advantage of the information ontained in system all tra es.
In parti ular, satisfa tory ma hine generated models for system all arguments
have not been developed be ause the problem has been onsidered either too
diÆ ult or too expensive omputationally.
This paper presents a novel anomaly dete tion te hnique that takes advantage of the information ontained in system alls by performing an analysis of
their arguments. We present several models to derive pro les for di erent types
of arguments and a me hanism to evaluate a system all by omposing the results
delivered by di erent anomaly metri s for ea h of the system all parameters. In
addition, we des ribe a host-based intrusion dete tion tool that implements our
approa h. A qualitative analysis shows that the system is apable of performing e e tive dete tion while a quantitative evaluation on rms that it is very
eÆ ient.

2 Related Work
Many di erent anomaly dete tion te hniques have been developed that gather
input from a variety of sour es. Examples in lude data mining on network traf[16℄, statisti al analysis of audit re ords [11℄, and the analysis of operating
system all sequen es [8℄. As our approa h is based on system alls, work in this
area is parti ularly relevant. Previously presented resear h falls into the areas of
spe i ation-based and learning-based approa hes.
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Spe i ation-based te hniques rely on appli ation-spe i models that are
either written manually (e.g., [12℄, [3℄, [5℄) or derived using stati program analysis te hniques (e.g., [25℄). [10℄ and [19℄ des ribe systems that intera tively reate
appli ation-spe i pro les with the help of the user. The pro les are then used
as the input to a real-time intrusion dete tion system that monitors the orresponding appli ation. When a non- onforming system all invo ation is dete ted,
an alarm is raised.
A major problem of spe i ation-based systems is the fa t that they exhibit
only a very limited apability for generalizing from written or derived spe i ations. An additional disadvantage of hand-written spe i ation-based models is
the need for human intera tion during the training phase. Although it is possible to in lude prede ned models for popular appli ations, these might not be
suitable for every user, espe ially when di erent appli ation on gurations are
used. Systems that use automati ally generated spe i ations often su er from
signi ant pro essing overhead. This is aused by the omplexity of the underlying models. Another drawba k is the fa t that previously presented approa hes
do not take into a ount system all arguments, unless they are onstants or an
be easily determined by data ow analysis [25℄.
Learning-based te hniques do not rely on any a priori assumptions about
the appli ations. Instead, pro les are built by analyzing system all invo ations
during normal exe ution. An example of this approa h is presented by Forrest [8℄.
During the training phase, the system olle ts all distin t system all sequen es
of a ertain spe i ed length. During dete tion, all a tual system all sequen es
are ompared to the set of legitimate ones, raising an alarm if no mat h is
found. This approa h has been further re ned in [15℄ and [27℄, where the authors
study similar models and ompare their e e tiveness to the original te hnique.
However, these models su er from the limitation that information about system
all arguments is dis arded.
To mitigate this weakness, we propose a learning-based te hnique that fouses on the analysis of system all arguments. By doing so, it is possible to
onsiderably redu e the ability of an atta ker to evade dete tion. We propose to
use di erent models that examine di erent features of the arguments of a system
all. This allows anyone to easily extend our system by introdu ing new models.
To assess an entire system all, the results of the models are ombined into a
single anomaly s ore.

3 Design
Our anomaly dete tion me hanism is based on the appli ation-spe i analysis of
individual system alls. The input to the dete tion pro ess onsists of an ordered
stream S = fs1 ; s2 ; : : : g of system all invo ations re orded by the operating
system. Every system all invo ation s 2 S has a return value r s and a list
of argument values < as1 ; : : : ; asn >. We do not take into a ount relationships
between system alls or sequen es of invo ations.
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For ea h system all used by an appli ation, a distin t pro le is reated. For
example, for the sendmail appli ation the system builds a pro le for ea h of the
system alls invoked by sendmail, su h as read, write, exe , et . Ea h of these
pro les aptures the notion of a `normal' system all invo ation by hara terizing
`normal' values for one or more of its arguments.
The expe ted `normal' values for individual parameters are determined with
the help of models. A model is a set of pro edures used to evaluate a ertain
feature of a system all argument, su h as the length of a string.
A model an operate in one of two modes, learning or dete tion. In learning mode, the model is trained and the notion of `normality' is developed by
inspe ting examples. Examples are values whi h are onsidered part of a regular
exe ution of a program and are either derived dire tly from a subset of the input
set S (learning on-the- y) or provided by previous program exe utions (learning
from a training set). It is important that the input to the training phase is as
exhaustive and free from anomalous system alls as possible, although some models exhibit a ertain degree of robustness against polluted or in omplete training
data. The gathering of quality training data is a diÆ ult problem by itself and
is not dis ussed in this paper. We assume that a set of system alls is available
that was reated during normal operation of the program under surveillan e.
Se tion 6 des ribes how we obtained the training data for our experiments.
In dete tion mode, the task of a model is to return the probability of o urren e of a system all argument value based on the model's prior training phase.
This value re e ts the likelihood that a ertain feature value is observed, given
the established pro le. The assumption is that feature values with a suÆ iently
low probability (i.e., abnormal values) indi ate a potential atta k. To evaluate
the overall anomaly s ore of an entire system all, the probability values of all
models are aggregated.
Note that anomaly dete tion is performed separately for ea h program. This
means that di erent pro les are reated for the same system alls when they
are performed by di erent appli ations. Although the same models are used to
examine the parameters of identi al system alls, they are instantiated multiple
times and an di er signi antly in their notion of `normality'.
There are two main assumptions underlying our approa h. The rst is that
atta ks will appear in the arguments of system alls. If an atta k an be arried
out without performing system all invo ations or without a e ting the value of
the parameters of su h invo ations, then our te hnique will not dete t it. The
se ond assumption is that the system all parameters used in the exe ution of an
atta k di er substantially from the values used during the normal exe ution of
an appli ation. If an atta k an be arried out using system all parameter values
that are indistinguishable from the values used during normal exe ution then the
atta k will not be dete ted. The ability to identify abnormal values depends on
the e e tiveness and sophisti ation of the models used to build pro les for the
system all features. Good models should make it extremely diÆ ult to perform
an atta k without being dete ted.
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Given the two assumptions above, we developed a number of models to hara terize the features of system alls. We used these models to analyze atta k data
that es aped dete tion in previous approa hes, data that was used in one of the
most well-known intrusion dete tion evaluations [13℄, as well as data olle ted
on a real Internet server. In all ases, our assumptions proved to be reasonable
and the approa h delivered promising results.

4 Models
The following se tion introdu es the models that are used to hara terize system all arguments and to identify anomalous o urren es. For ea h model, we
des ribe the reation pro ess (i.e., the learning phase) and explain the me hanism to derive a probability for an argument value (i.e., the dete tion phase).
This probability is then used to obtain an anomaly s ore for the orresponding
argument.

4.1 String Length
Usually, system all string arguments represent anoni al le names that point
to an entry in the le system. These arguments are ommonly used when les
are a essed (open, stat) or exe uted (exe ve). Their length rarely ex eeds a
hundred hara ters and they mostly onsist of human-readable hara ters.
When mali ious input is passed to programs, it is often the ase that this
input also appears in arguments of system alls. For example, onsider a format
string vulnerability in the log fun tion of an appli ation. Assume further that
a failed open all is logged together with the le name. To exploit this kind of
aw, an atta ker has to arefully raft a le name that triggers the format string
vulnerability when the appli ation attempts and fails to open the orresponding
le. In this ase, the exploit ode manifests itself as an argument to the open
all that ontains a string with a length of several hundred bytes.

Learning The goal of this model is to approximate the a tual but unknown
distribution of the lengths of a string argument and dete t instan es that signi antly deviate from the observed normal behavior. Clearly, we annot expe t
that the probability density fun tion of the underlying real distribution would
follow a smooth urve. We also have to assume that it has a large varian e.
Nevertheless, the model should be able to identify obvious deviations.
We approximate the mean _ and the varian e _ 2 of the real string length
distribution by al ulating the sample mean  and the sample varian e  2 for
the lengths l1 ; l2 ; : : : ; ln of the argument strings pro essed during the learning
phase.
Dete tion Given the estimated string length distribution with parameters 
and  2 , it is the task of the dete tion phase to assess the regularity of an argument string with length l. The probability of l is al ulated using the Chebyshev
inequality [4℄.
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The Chebyshev inequality puts an upper bound on the probability that the
di eren e between the value of a random variable x and  ex eeds a ertain
threshold t, for an arbitrary distribution with varian e  2 and mean . Note
that although this upper bound is symmetri around the mean, the underlying
distribution is not restri ted (and our data shows that the string length was not
symmetri in the experiments). To obtain an upper bound on the probability that
the length of a string deviates more from the mean than the urrent instan e,
the threshold t is substituted with the distan e between the string length l of
the urrent instan e and the mean  of the string length distribution.
Only strings with lengths that ex eed  are assumed to be mali ious. This
is re e ted in our probability al ulation as only the upper bound for strings
that are longer than the mean is relevant. Note that an atta ker annot disguise
mali ious input by padding the string and thus in reasing its length, be ause an
in rease in length an only redu e the probability value.
The probability value p(l) for a string with length l, given that l  , is
al ulated as shown below. For strings shorter than , p(l) = 1.

p(l) = p(jx

j > jl

j) =

2
(l )2

(1)

We hose the Chebyshev inequality as a reasonable and eÆ ient metri to
model de reasing probabilities for strings with lengths that in reasingly ex eed
the mean. In ontrast to s hemes that de ne a valid interval (e.g., by re ording all
strings en ountered during the training phase), the Chebyshev inequality takes
the varian e of the data into a ount and provides the advantage of gradually
hanging probability values (instead of a simple `yes/no' de ision).

4.2 String Chara ter Distribution
The string hara ter distribution model aptures the on ept of a `normal' or
`regular' string argument by looking at its hara ter distribution. The approa h
is based on the observation that strings have a regular stru ture, are mostly
human-readable, and almost always ontain only printable hara ters.
A large per entage of hara ters in su h strings are drawn from a small subset
of the 256 possible 8-bit values (mainly from letters, numbers, and a few spe ial
hara ters). As in English text, the hara ters are not uniformly distributed,
but o ur with di erent frequen ies. However, there are similarities between the
hara ter frequen ies of parameters of legitimate system alls. This be omes
apparent when the relative frequen ies of all possible 256 hara ters are sorted
in des ending order.
Our algorithm is based only on the frequen y values themselves and does
not rely on the distributions of parti ular hara ters. That is, it does not matter
whether the hara ter with the most o urren es is an `a' or a `/'. In the following, the sorted, relative hara ter frequen ies of a string are alled its hara ter
distribution. For example, onsider the text string `passwd' with the orresponding ASCII values of `112 97 115 115 119 100'. The absolute frequen y distribution
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is 2 for 115 and 1 for the four others. When these absolute ounts are transformed
into sorted, relative frequen ies (i.e., the hara ter distribution), the resulting
values are 0.33, 0.17, 0.17, 0.17, 0.17 followed by 0 o urring 251 times.
The hara ter distribution of an argument that is perfe tly normal (i.e., nonanomalous) is alled the argument's idealized hara ter distribution (ICD). The
idealized hara ter distribution is a dis rete distribution with:

ICD : P
D 7! P with D = fn 2 Nj0  n  255g, P = fp 2 Rj0  p  1g and
i ICD(i) = 1:0.
255
=0

In ontrast to signature-based approa hes, the hara ter distribution model
has the advantage that it annot be evaded by some well-known attempts to hide
mali ious ode inside a string. In fa t, signature-based systems often ontain
rules that raise an alarm when long sequen es of 0x90 bytes (the nop operation
in Intel x86-based ar hite tures) are dete ted in a pa ket. An intruder may
substitute these sequen es with instru tions that have a similar behavior (e.g.,
add rA,rA,0, whi h adds 0 to the value in register A and stores the result
ba k to A). By doing this, it is possible to prevent signature-based systems
from dete ting the atta k. Su h sequen es, nonetheless, ause a distortion of the
string's hara ter distribution, and, therefore, the hara ter distribution analysis
still yields a high anomaly s ore.

Learning The idealized hara ter distribution is determined during the training
phase. For ea h observed argument string, its hara ter distribution is stored.
The idealized hara ter distribution is then approximated by al ulating the
average of all stored hara ter distributions. This is done by setting ICD(n) to
the mean of the nth entry of the stored hara ter distributions 8n : 0  n  255.
Be ause all individual hara ter distributions sum up to unity, their average
will do so as well. This ensures that the idealized hara ter distribution is wellde ned.
Dete tion Given an idealized hara ter distribution ICD, the task of the dete tion phase is to determine the probability that the hara ter distribution of an
argument is an a tual sample drawn from its ICD. This probability is al ulated
by a statisti al test.
This test should yield a high on den e in the orre tness of the hypothesis
for normal (i.e., non-anomalous) arguments while it should reje t anomalous
ones. A number of statisti al tests an be used to determine the agreement
between the idealized hara ter distribution and the a tual sample. We use a
variant of the Pearson 2 -test as a `goodness-of- t' test [4℄. It was hosen be ause
it is simple and eÆ ient to assess the `normality' of the hara ter distribution.
The 2 -test requires that the fun tion domain is divided into a small number
of intervals, or bins. In addition, it is preferable that all bins ontain at least
`some' elements; the literature onsiders ve to be suÆ ient for most ases. As
the exa t division of the domain does not in uen e the out ome of the test
signi antly, we have hosen the six segments for the domain of ICD as follows:
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f[0℄, [1,3℄, [4,6℄, [7,11℄, [12,15℄, [16,255℄g. Although the hoi e of these six bins is
somewhat arbitrary, it re e ts the fa t that the relative frequen ies are sorted
in des ending order. Therefore, the values of ICD(x) are higher when x is small,
and thus all bins ontain some elements with a high probability.
When a new system all argument is analyzed, the number of o urren es
of ea h hara ter in the string is determined. Afterward, the values are sorted
in des ending order and ombined by aggregating values that belong to the
same segment. The 2 -test is then used to al ulate the probability that the
given sample has been drawn from the idealized hara ter distribution. The
derived probability value p is used as the return value for this model. When the
probability that the sample is drawn from the idealized hara ter distribution
in reases, p in reases as well.
4.3 Stru tural Inferen e
Often, the manifestation of an exploit is immediately visible in system all arguments as unusually long strings or strings that ontain repetitions of nonprintable hara ters. There are situations, however, when an atta ker is able to
raft her atta k in a manner that makes its manifestation appear more regular.
For example, non-printable hara ters an be repla ed by groups of printable
hara ters. In su h situations, we need a more detailed model of the system all
argument. This model an be a quired by analyzing the argument's stru ture.
For our purposes, the stru ture of an argument is the regular grammar that
des ribes all of its normal, legitimate values.
For example, onsider the rst parameter of the open system all. It is a
null-terminated hara ter string that spe i es the anoni al name of the le
that should be opened. Assume that during normal operation, an appli ation
only opens les that are lo ated in the appli ation's home dire tory and its subdire tories. For this appli ation, the stru ture of the rst argument of the open
system all should re e t the fa t that le names always start with the absolute path name to the program's home dire tory followed by a (possibly empty)
relative path and the le name. In addition, it an be inferred that the relative
path is an alternation of slashes and strings. If the dire tory names onsist of
lower ase hara ters only, this additional onstraint an be determined as well.
When an atta ker exploits a vulnerability in this appli ation and attempts to
open an `anomalous' le su h as `/et /passwd', an alert should be raised, as
this le a ess does not adhere to the inferred pattern.

Learning When stru tural inferen e is applied to a system all argument, the

resulting grammar must be able to produ e at least all training examples. Unfortunately, there is no unique grammar that an be derived from a set of input
elements. When no negative examples are given (i.e., elements that should not
be derivable from the grammar), it is always possible to reate either a grammar
that ontains exa tly the training data or a grammar that allows produ tion of
arbitrary strings. The rst ase is a form of over-simpli ation, as the resulting
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grammar is only able to derive the learned input without providing any level of
abstra tion. This means that no new information is dedu ed. The se ond ase
is a form of over-generalization be ause the grammar is apable of produ ing all
possible strings, but there is no stru tural information left.
The basi approa h used for our stru tural inferen e is to generalize the grammar as long as it seems to be `reasonable' and stop before too mu h stru tural
information is lost. The notion of `reasonable generalization' is spe i ed with
the help of Markov models and Bayesian probability.
In a rst step, we onsider the set of training items as the output of a probabilisti grammar. A probabilisti grammar is a grammar that assigns probabilities to ea h of its produ tions. That means that some words are more likely to
be produ ed than others. This ts well with the eviden e gathered from system
alls, as some parameter values appear more often, and is important information
that should not be lost in the modeling step.
A probabilisti regular grammar an be transformed into a non-deterministi
nite automaton (NFA). Ea h state S of the automaton has a set of nS possible
output symbols o whi h are emitted with a probability of pS (o). Ea h transition
t is marked with a probability p(t) that hara terizes the likelihood that the
transition is taken. An automaton that has probabilities asso iated with its
symbol emissions and its transitions an also be onsidered a Markov model.
The output of the Markov model onsists of all paths from its start state to
its terminal state. A probability value an be assigned to ea h output word w
(that is, a sequen e of output symbols o1 ; o2 ; : : : ; ok ). This probability value (as
shown in Equation 2) is al ulated as the sum of the probabilities of all distin t
paths through the automaton that produ e w. The probability of a single path
is the produ t of the probabilities of the emitted symbols pSi (oi ) and the taken
transitions p(ti ). The probabilities of all possible output words w sum up to 1.

p(w) = p(o1 ; o2 ; : : : ; ok ) =

X

(paths

Y

p for w) (states

2 p)

pSi (oi )  p(ti )

(2)

The target of the stru tural inferen e pro ess is to nd a NFA that has
the highest likelihood for the given training elements. An ex ellent te hnique
to derive a Markov model from empiri al data is explained in [21℄. It uses the
Bayesian theorem to state this goal as

p(ModeljT rainingData) =

p(T rainingDatajModel)  p(Model)
p(T rainingData)

(3)

The probability of the training data is onsidered a s aling fa tor in Equation 3 and it is subsequently ignored. As we are interested in maximizing the
a posteriori probability (i.e., the left-hand side of the equation), we have to
maximize the produ t shown in the enumerator on the right-hand side of the
equation. The rst term { the probability of the training data given the model
{ an be al ulated for a ertain automaton (i.e., for a ertain model) by adding
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the probabilities al ulated for ea h input training element as dis ussed above.
The se ond term { the prior probability of the model { is not as straightforward.
It has to re e t the fa t that, in general, smaller models are preferred. The model
probability is al ulated heuristi ally and takes into a ount the total number
of states as well as the number of transitions and emissions at ea h state. This
is justi ed by the fa t that smaller models an be des ribed with less states as
well as fewer emissions and transitions.
The model building pro ess starts with an automaton that exa tly re e ts
the input data and then gradually merges states. This state merging is ontinued
until the a posteriori probability no longer in reases. The interested reader is
referred to [21℄ and [22℄ for details.

Dete tion On e the Markov model has been built, it an be used by the dete tion phase to evaluate string arguments. When the word is a valid output from
the Markov model, the model returns 1. When the value annot be derived from
the given grammar, the model returns 0.
4.4 Token Finder
The purpose of the token nder model is to determine whether the values of a
ertain system all argument are drawn from a limited set of possible alternatives
(i.e., they are tokens or elements of an enumeration). An appli ation often passes
identi al values to ertain system all parameters, su h as ags or handles. When
an atta k hanges the normal ow of exe ution and bran hes into mali iously
inje ted ode, su h onstraints are often violated. When no enumeration an be
identi ed, it is assumed that the values are randomly drawn from the argument
type's value domain (i.e., random identi ers for every system all).

Learning The lassi ation of an argument as an enumeration or as a random

identi er is based on the observation that the number of di erent o urren es
of parameter values is bound by some unknown threshold t in the ase of an
enumeration, while it is unrestri ted in the ase of random identi ers.
When the number of di erent argument instan es grows proportional to the
total number of arguments, the use of random identi ers is indi ated. If su h
an in rease annot be observed and the number of di erent identi ers follows a
standard diminishing growth urve [14℄, we assume an enumeration. In this ase,
the omplete set of identi ers is stored for the subsequent dete tion phase.
The de ision between an enumeration and unique identi ers an be made utilizing a simple statisti al test, su h as the non-parametri Kolmogorov-Smirnov
variant as suggested in [14℄. This paper dis usses a problem similar to our token
nder for arguments of SQL queries and its solution an be applied to our model.

Dete tion When it was determined that the values of a system all argument
are tokens drawn from an enumeration, any new value is expe ted to appear in
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the set of known identi ers. When it does, 1 is returned, 0 otherwise. When it
is assumed that the parameter values are random identi ers, the model always
returns 1.

5 Implementation
Based on the models presented in the previous se tion, we have implemented an
intrusion dete tion system (IDS) that dete ts anomalies in system all arguments
for Linux 2.4. The program retrieves events that represent system all invo ations
from an operating system auditing fa ility alled Snare [20℄. It omputes an
anomaly s ore for ea h system all and logs the event when the derived s ore
ex eeds a ertain threshold.
Our intrusion dete tion tool monitors a sele ted number of se urity- riti al
appli ations. These are usually programs that require root privileges during
exe ution su h as server appli ations and setuid programs. For ea h program,
the IDS maintains data stru tures that hara terize the normal pro le of every
monitored system all. A system all pro le onsists of a set of models for ea h
system all argument and a fun tion that al ulates the anomaly s ore for input
events from the orresponding model outputs.
Before the IDS an start the a tual dete tion pro ess, it has to omplete
a training phase. This training phase is needed to allow the used models to
determine the hara teristi s of normal events and to establish anomaly s ore
thresholds to distinguish between regular and mali ious system alls.
The training phase is split into two steps. During the rst step, our system establishes pro les for the system alls of ea h monitored appli ation. The
re eived input events are dire tly utilized for the learning pro ess of the models.
During the se ond step, suitable thresholds are established. This is done
by evaluating input events using the pro les reated during the previous step.
For ea h pro le, the highest anomaly s ore is stored and the threshold is set
to a value that is a ertain, adjustable per entage higher than this maximum.
The default setting for this per entage (also used for our experiments) is 10%.
By modifying the per entage, the user an adjust the sensitivity of the system
and perform a trade-o between the number of false positives and the expe ted
dete tion a ura y. As ea h pro le uses its own threshold, the de ision an be
made independently for ea h system all for every monitored appli ation. This
ne-grained resolution allows one to pre isely tune the IDS.
On e the pro les have been established { that is, the models have learned
the hara teristi s of normal events and suitable thresholds have been derived {
the system swit hes to dete tion mode. In this mode, ea h system all exe uted
by an appli ation is evaluated with respe t to the orresponding pro le. If the
omputed anomaly value is higher than the established threshold, an alarm is
raised.
The anomaly s ore AS is equal to the sum of the negative logarithms of the
probability values pm returned by ea h model m that is part of the pro le, that
is, AS =
m log(pm ). To prevent log(pm ) from getting too large when pm

P
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is lose to 0, we set a lower bound of 10 6 for pm . The equation is hosen su h
that low probability values have a pronoun ed e e t on the nal s ore.
All dete tion models used by our system are implemented as part of a general
library. This library, alled libAnomaly, provides a number of useful abstra t entities for the reation of anomaly-based intrusion dete tion systems and makes
frequently-used dete tion te hniques available. The library has been reated in
response to the observation that almost all anomaly-based IDSs have been developed in an ad-ho way. Mu h basi fun tionality is implemented from s rat h
for every new prototype and also the authors themselves have written several
instan es of the same dete tion te hnique for di erent proje ts.

6 Experimental Results
This se tion details the experiments undertaken to evaluate the lassi ation
e e tiveness and performan e hara teristi s of our intrusion dete tion system.
The goal of our tool is to provide reliable lassi ation of system all events
in a performan e- riti al server environment. This requires that the system performs a urate dete tion while keeping the number of false alerts extremely low.

6.1 Classi ation E e tiveness
To validate the laim that our dete tion te hnique is a urate, a number of
experiments were ondu ted.
For the rst experiment, we ran our system on the well-known 1999 MIT
Lin oln Labs Intrusion Dete tion Evaluation Data [13℄. We used data re orded
during two atta k free weeks (Week 1 and Week 3) to train our models and then
performed dete tion on the test data that was re orded during two subsequent
weeks (Week 4 and Week 5).
The truth le provided with the evaluation data lists all atta ks arried out
against the network installation during the test period. When analyzing the
atta ks, it turned out that many of them were re onnaissan e attempts su h as
network s ans or port sweeps, whi h are only visible in the network dumps and
do not not leave any tra es in the system alls. Therefore, we annot dete t them
with our tool.
Another lass of atta ks are poli y violations. These atta ks do not allow an
intruder to elevate privileges dire tly. Instead, they help to obtain information
that is lassi ed as se ret by exploiting some system mis on guration. This lass
of atta ks ontains intrusions that do not exploit a weakness of the system itself,
but rather take advantage of a mistake that an administrator made in setting up
the system's a ess ontrol. Su h in idents are not visible for our system either,
as information is leaked by `normal' but unintended use of the system.
The most interesting lass of atta ks are those that exploit a vulnerability
in a remote or lo al servi e, allowing an intruder to elevate her privileges. The
MIT Lin oln Labs data ontains 25 instan es of atta ks that exploit bu er overow vulnerabilities in four di erent programs. Table 1 summarizes the results
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found for the atta ks against these four programs: eje t, ps, fdformat, and
ffb onfig. In addition, we present results for interesting daemon and setuid
programs to assess the number of the false alerts. The Total olumn shows the
sum of all system alls that are exe uted by the orresponding program and analyzed by our system. The Atta ks olumn shows the number of atta ks against
the vulnerable programs in the data set. Identi ed Atta ks states the number of
atta ks that have been su essfully dete ted by our system and, in parentheses,
the number of orresponding system alls that have been labeled as anomalous.
It is very ommon that atta ks result in a series of anomalous system alls. The
False Alarms olumn shows the number of system alls that have been agged
anomalous although these invo ations are not related to any atta k.
Appli ation Total Sys alls Atta ks Identi ed Atta ks False Alarms
138
3
3 (14)
0
139
6
6 (14)
0
21
2
2 (2)
0
4,949
14
14 (55)
0
3,229
0
0 (0)
14
71,743
0
0 (0)
8
47,416
0
0 (0)
17
127,635
25
25 (85)
39

eje t
fdformat
ffb onfig
ps
ftpd
sendmail
telnetd
Total

Table 1.

1999 MIT Lin oln Labs Evaluation Results

In the se ond experiment, we evaluated the ability of our system to dete t
a number of re ent atta ks. Four daemon programs and one setuid tool were
installed to simulate a typi al Internet server. After the test environment was
prepared, the intrusion dete tion system was installed and trained for about one
hour. During the training period, we attempted to simulate normal usage of the
system. Then, the intrusion dete tion system was swit hed to dete tion mode and
more extensive tests were ondu ted for ve more hours. No mali ious a tivity
took pla e. After that, we arried out three a tual exploits against the system,
one against wuftpd, one against linux onf and one against Apa he. All of them
were reliably dete ted. As our system is urrently not able to automati ally
determine when enough training data has been pro essed, the duration of the
training period was hosen manually.
The left part of Table 2 shows, for ea h appli ation, the number of analyzed
system alls, the number of dete ted atta ks with their orresponding anomalous
system alls and the number of false alerts. An analysis of the reported false
alerts on rms that all alarms were indi ations of anomalous behavior that was
not en ountered during the training phase. Although the anomalous situations
were not aused by mali ious a tivity, they still represent deviations from the
`normal' operation presented during the learning pro ess. While many useful
generalizations took pla e automati ally and no alerts were raised when new les
were a essed, the login of a ompletely new user or the unexpe ted termination
of pro esses were still onsidered suspi ious.
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Appli ation

Total Atta
Sys alls
wuftpd
4,887
17,274
Apa he
OpenSSH
9,562
sendmail
15,314
linux onf
4,422
Total
51,459

ks Identi ed False
Atta ks Alarms
1
1 (86)
1
1
1 (2)
0
0
0 (0)
6
0
0 (0)
5
1
1 (16)
3
3 3 (104)
15

Controlled Environment
Table 2.

Appli ation
dh pd
imapd
qmail
Total

Total False
Sys alls Alarms
431
0
418,152
4
77,672
11
496,255
15

Real-World Environment
Dete tion A ura y

The 7350wu atta k exploits an input validation error of wuftpd [1℄. It was
hosen be ause it was used by Wagner and Soto [26℄ as the basis for a mimi ry
atta k to evade dete tion by urrent te hniques based on system all sequen es.
Our tool labeled 86 system alls present in the tra e of the 7350wu atta k as
anomalous, all dire tly related to the intrusion. 84 of these anomalies were aused
by arguments of the exe ve system all that ontained binary data and were
not stru turally similar to argument values seen in the training data.
It should be noted that none of these anomalies would be missing were the
exploit disguised using the mimi ry te hnique suggested by Wagner and Soto
[26℄. Sin e ea h system all is examined independently, the insertion of intervening system alls to modify their sequen e does not a e t the lassi ation of the
others as anomalies. This shows that our te hnique is not a e ted by attempts
to imitate normal system all sequen es. Note that this does not imply that
our IDS is immune to all possible mimi ry atta ks. However, by ombining our
system with a sequen e-based approa h the potential atta k spa e is redu ed
signi antly. This is due to the fa t that the approa hes are omplimentary and
an atta ker would have to subvert both systems.
The atta k against linux onf exploits a re ently dis overed vulnerability [2℄
in the program's handling of environment variables. When the exploit was run,
the intrusion dete tion system identi ed 16 anomalous open system alls with
suspi ious path arguments that aused the string length, the hara ter distribution and the stru tural inferen e model to report an anomalous o urren e.
Another example is the stru tural inferen e model alerting on open being invoked
with the argument `segfault.eng/segfault.eng'. This is a path whi h is used
dire tly by the exploit and never o urs during normal program exe ution.
The atta k against apa he exploits the KEY ARG vulnerability in OpenSSL
v0.9.6d for Apa he/mod ssl. When the atta k is laun hed, our system dete ts
two anomalous system alls. One of these alls, exe ve, is reported be ause
Apa he does not reate a bash pro ess during normal operation.
The third experiment was ondu ted to obtain a realisti pi ture of the number of false alerts that an be expe ted when the system is deployed on a realworld server. We installed our program on the group's e-mail server, trained the
models for a period of two days and then performed dete tion on several important daemons (qmail, imapd, dh pd) for the subsequent ve days. The right
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part of Table 2 shows the number of analyzed system alls as well as the number of false alerts raised during the ve days, listed for ea h of the monitored
appli ations.

6.2 System EÆ ien y
To quantify the overhead of our intrusion dete tion system, we have measured
its time and spa e performan e hara teristi s.
The memory spa e required by ea h model is pra ti ally independent of the
size of the training input. Although temporary memory usage during the learning
phase an grow proportional to the size of the training data, eventually the
models abstra t this information and o upy a near onstant amount of spa e.
This is re e ted in Table 3 that shows the memory used by our system for two
di erent runs after it had been trained with data from normal exe utions of
wuftpd and linux onf, respe tively. The results on rm that memory usage is
very similar for both test runs, although the size of the input les is di erent by
a fa tor of 2.5.
Appli ation Training Data Size Memory Usage
wuftpd
37,152K
5,842K
linux onf
14,663K
5,264K
Table 3.

IDS Memory Usage

To obtain measures that an quantify the impa t of our intrusion dete tion
system on a heavily utilized server, we set up a small dedi ated network onsisting of three PCs (1.4 GHz Pentium IV, 512 MB RAM, Linux 2.4) onne ted via
a 100 Mbps Ethernet. One server ma hine hosted the intrusion dete tion system
and wuftpd. The remaining two PCs ran multiple FTP lient appli ations whi h
ontinuously downloaded les from the server. This experiment was run three
times: on e with wuftpd only, on e with wuftpd and the auditing fa ility, and
nally on e with wuftpd, the auditing, and our intrusion dete tion system. In
no ases were audit re ords dropped.
The server performan e experien ed by ea h lient was virtually indistinguishable for all three ases. This indi ates that the number of system alls that
have to be analyzed every se ond by the intrusion dete tion system (210 on average in this ase) is too low to be noti eable as performan e degradation. Further
analysis showed that the bottlene k in this experiment was the network.
To in rease the system all rate to a point that would a tually stress the
system, we developed a syntheti ben hmark that an exe ute a variable number
of system alls per se ond at a rate that far ex eeds the rate of system alls
normally invoked by server appli ations. By measuring the resulting CPU load
for di erent rates of system alls, we obtain a quantitative pi ture of the impa t
of our dete tion tool and its ability to operate under very high loads.
We ran the ben hmark tool on an otherwise idle system for varying system
all rates three times: on e without any auditing, on e with system all auditing
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(i.e., Snare), and nally on e with system all auditing (i.e., Snare) and our
intrusion dete tion system. Figure 1 shows the resulting CPU load observed on
the system as an average of 10 runs.
The ben hmark appli ation used approximately 40% of the CPU on an idle
system without auditing. As the number of system alls per se ond in reased,
a negligible impa t on the CPU was observed, both with auditing turned ompletely o and with auditing in pla e. When our intrusion dete tion system was
enabled, the CPU load in reased up to 58%, when the ben hmark performed
about 3000 system alls per se ond. Note that this rise was aused by a nearly
fteen-fold in rease of the number of system alls per se ond ompared to the
number that needed to be analyzed when wuftp was serving lients on a saturated fast Ethernet.

7 Con lusions
For a long time system alls and their arguments have been known to provide
extensive and high quality audit data. Their analysis is used in se urity appliations to perform signature-based intrusion dete tion or poli y-based a ess
ontrol. However, learning-based anomaly intrusion dete tion has traditionally
fo used only on the sequen e of system all invo ations. The parameters have
been negle ted be ause their analysis has been onsidered either too diÆ ult or
too expensive omputationally.
This paper presents a novel approa h that over omes this de ien y and takes
into a ount the information ontained in system all arguments. We introdu e
several models that learn the hara teristi s of legitimate parameter values and
are apable of nding mali ious instan es. Based on the proposed dete tion te hniques, we developed a host-based intrusion dete tion tool that monitors running
appli ations to identify mali ious behavior. Our experimental evaluation shows
that the system is e e tive in its dete tion and eÆ ient in its resour e usage.
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